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About This Game

Sharpen your spurs and polish your six-shooter. You're Edward Carnby back in action in the wildest Western epic this side of
the grave!

You've been summoned to Hill Century Studios' latest movie set: a two-bit ghost town by the name of Slaughter Gulch. The film
crew's been kidnapped, and only your sharp shooting and even sharper sleuthing can save the heroine, Emily Hartwood.

Enjoy up to 70 hours of gameplay piecing together this dusty puzzle and breaking the grip of the town's curse. Every cobwebbed
corner holds a new clue, but be warned: you'll find no friends in the trigger-happy souls who drift across your path like so much

tumbleweed.

So saddle up and get ready to ride into the shadowy unknown, but hold on tight...you can't imagine how wild the west can get.
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Title: Alone in the Dark 3
Genre: Action, Adventure
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Infogrames
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THQ Nordic
Franchise:
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Release Date: 16 Mar, 1995

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Windows Vista

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D Graphics card compatible with DirectX7

DirectX: Version 7.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English,French,Italian,German
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AitD3. There was only CD version, albeit there was some difference in voices and ending song between European and
American versions. This one is a former. A DOS version, even, not Windows 95. Which means it's more reliable due to Dosbox.
Isn't technology funny? Yea, maybe music and voice difference aren't regional but windows\/DOS one. And it got manual and
fake newspaper in game's folder, so not too bad.

Well, if I got to say about AitD trilogy is that while the first one feels like a standalone movies, the second and third one feel
like part of saturday morning cartoon for kids. Okay, maybe the first one is more like direct-to-video. But none the less, what
kind of goofyness of spookyness we deal with this time.
Well, why, cowboy zombies.
Who turn into cats for some reason when they die. It's never explained in the game. Werewolf ones are especially top. First they
turn into werewolf. Then you kick their booty and as they die they turn back into zombies who then turn back into cats.

So, are we alone in the dark once again? Yea. Few times. Even in the intro. Best. So despite the goofyness, it tries to go back
into general dark spooky territory. That's good. Carnby now is a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665badass
voiced man and he is off to rescue Emily from the first game. Who still has an ugly face.

It's still not a straight horror and not Lovecraft either. But hey, I do dig idea that Carnby is supernatural private eye who goes
against new kind of enemies in each game. And this one more or less takes it more straight than goofybutt AitD2. If there was
the true AitD4, I bet we would be fighting zombie ninjas.
Frankly, you are still getting your butt beaten by a tiny spinning Abraham Lincoln.

Sadly, they screwed up gameplay itself once again. I mean, it improved compared to AitD2. Search button is back. Combat is
much lesser focus around here, thank god. And you get to be a freaking cougar. And it all would have been a great comeback.
However, they screwed up by making puzzles even worse while making the game completely linear in how you can explore.

Like, seriously, why do I need to shoot at a random steel door in order to make it open. Why not other doors? Why is this even a
thing? There is a great hint about using a bullet by stuffing it into a door lock and then doing a great impact on it. And you do it
on one door. Fun. But then, why not every other door in the game? What makes this door so special? Why am I required to use
hammer for impact while I am sure I could use few other tools for making an impact? And there are pixel-hunting and it feels
that even less puzzles were explained in the book. Oh. And oh boy. Blindly guessing the correct path of invinsible tiles over a
spike pit. Quicksave-quickload truly makes me the smartest man alive, those kids better watch out for my brain growth, for it
will devour em all.

Oh, and it's a bigger longer game. But personally, I would wish this one was shorter. AitD1 is the one that deserved to be longer.
If they removed dead ends, of course. Yea, this one has puzzle dead ends too, I think.

So yea. I would say it's a bit closer to the first game, but you know, if I have to use walkthrough and while doing so I say "this is
stupid", you aren't ever going to be an objectively good game. Not on my watch, boogaloo.. This review is for the whole original
trilogy!

Game works very well! I only miss a config system (and i read around that GOG version has one), so I have to set everything up
on windos notepad, I also could set up my 360 controller to play it on my TV and it works better than most recent games.

A very good game at a very good price that I played as a child that I can now revisit!

You can buy it withot worries that is working perfectly!. Alone in the Dark 3 is sadly not a very good game, it does have some
stuff to like but its bogged down by the bad, all right it\u2019s time for the story.

It's 1925 and Edward Carnby's is working at his desk when the power went out leaving him alone in the dark but luckily his
radio phone still work, as he grumbles to himself he gets a call on his phone, the man on the other line says he wants to hire
Edward to investigate the disappearance of a film crew at a two-bit ghost town known by the name of Slaughter Gulch.

Some weird stuff has been going on and worse than that Emily Hartwood the niece of Jeremy Hartwood the man who owned the
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Derceto house that Edward went to in the first game is missing as well. Now Edward must go to the Mojave Desert, to Slaughter
Gulch and find Emily and find out what is going on there.

So let\u2019s talk about the like and dislikes about the game, first the likes well I liked the old wild west\/ghost town idea, the
voice acting was nice like the other games.

And like the other games when you pick up book or notepad you are read too witch is still nice, but the best was when in one
part you get a token and you put it a piano and you get a cut seen about Slaughter Gulch and the bad guy.

So let\u2019s get into the dislikes, for starters the puzzles were very, very annoying and a lot of them did not make one bit of
sense, I mean the other two previous games had that. But this game has it the worst.

Then when you searching for something it takes its time and sometimes it does not work, and then there is this one part one of
the game were you have to Platform and it\u2019s so annoying and broken.

And there are other annoying parts like were you\u2019re a cat with a time limit that is your health bar. And a part were if you
don\u2019t close a door in time some zombie guy takes something that you need to continue the story.

Then there is the story at first it was a simple ghost town story, but as you play through the story it goes off the rails andit gets
more confusing more prissily the villain and his plan.

 first I thought it was again a simple ghost like the town was cursed because Jed Stone robbed the Indian's sacred ground and
killed them, then it went to some scientist guy named Hutchinson saying there is something in the mountain more parishes then
gold and some other science stuff.

And then to Jed Stone wanting to sink all of California to take over the world or some crap like that, like seriously what hell was
Jed Stone plan anyway.

Then we go to Jed Stone himself and truth be told he\u2019s not that interesting of a villain, I mean he\u2019s not as twisted
and scary as Ezechiel Pregzt from the first game nor as cool and fun to listen too like One-Eyed Jack in the second or even a
little bit sympathetic like Elizabeth Jarret, and his plans don\u2019t make one bit of sense, all so Jed Stone maybe the son of
Ezechiel Pregzt and Elizabeth Jarret but I found that out from a wiki and it does not go anywere.

So with all that out of the way Alone in the Dark 3 is not a very game, with too many puzzles that did not make one bit of sense,
to a story that\u2019s all over the place and lastly to a boring and not that interesting of a villain. So I really can\u2019t say to
play this game even if you\u2019re a fan of the first two game.. interesting, this time the game went to wild west similary how
Back to the Future franchise did. anyway, there's barely any horror compared to first game, but it plays even smoother and
faster than second game. It's fun old action game.

8\/10
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